
Name: MISTRAL COLOR TROUSERS Code: MC3521HD MC35 HIGH VISIBILITY CLOTHING - SUMMER

Description

High visibility trousers in Mistral fabric 55% cotton and 45% polyester, 
weight 245 g/mĮ. It features a central zipper and button closure, back 
elasticated waistband, two reinforced patch pockets with side opening, 
three-dimensional functional pocket with flap and Velcro on the left, right 
ruler pocket, back pocket with flap and Velcro. Jointed double seams in 
the areas most exposed to wear and tear. Top part in high
visibility fabric and bottom part, waistband and pocket flaps in non-
fluorescent fabric. Double reflective bands.

- The Mistral range guarantees excellent breathability thanks to the high 
percentage of cotton.
- Weight of 245 g/mĮ,ideal for the summer.
- The fabric surface enhances the ability to repel liquid and dirt.

The product has been designed and manufactured to comply with 
Regulation (EU) 2016/425 and subsequent amendments.

EN ISO 20471
Class 2:
Ó 0.50 mĮ fluorescent material;
Ó 0.13 mĮ reflective material.

Class 3 in combination with articles MC3518 and 3519.

The OEKO-TEXÈ certificate of the main outer fabric is 
under review.

Category Colours Available Sizes

 II HI-VIS ORANGE/BLUE 40 - 70

Quantity/Carton EC Standards Important Information

20

General and Road Construction, Road sign work, 
Road and plants maintenance, Emergency 
response companies.

The performances of the garment are guaranteed 
when it is correctly worn and fastened.

Keep in a cool dry place, far from heat sources 
and direct light.
Make sure the garment is in good condition, 
undamaged and clean before use. Once you 
become aware of a damage, you should 
immediately replace it.

We recommend to follow the washing instructions. 
Resistance up to 50 washings.

Dexterity Storage and cleaning
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